Theorem C of my paper mentioned above, in Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society vol. 7 (1956) pp. 354-363, was not quoted correctly and therefore the proof of Theorem 3.1 is not complete.
In the corrected statement of Theorem C it is necessary to add to the suppositions of Theorem C the supposition that the function a(t) is of regular bounded variation too.
A function of bounded variation is of regular bounded variation if it is the sum of its discontinuity function and an absolutely continuous function.
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 it is necessary to show that the function
Re z ^ 0, of Lemma 3.1 is a Mellin transform of a function of regular bounded variation in 0 ^ I ^ 1. For this end it is sufficient to show that the function a(t) of Lemma A is an absolutely continuous function in 0 St^ 1 since for w = 0, 1, 2, • • • , l=J01t"dx(t) where x(l) = L x(0=0 for 0£*<1.
We have for a, P > 0 and k an arbitrary positive integer
((z+l)-a = e-"-l°*<-'+1), where we choose for log (z+1) its principal branch). If k is sufficiently large then by the proof of Lemma (5.4) of hence (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) show that the function which appears on the leftside of (1) is a Mellin transform of an absolutely continuous function in O^tfkl; the fact which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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